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Politics in high gear
Business wakes up to politics. In the face of a collective loss of
confidence, Hong Kong’s business elite is coming to see the need to take
greater interest in public policy and politics. As globalisation forces greater
competition, the privileges they have enjoyed in operating their franchises
may have to change. Meanwhile, a more demanding public is calling for
greater transparency in corporate governance and relations
between business and government.
The price of inexperience. Hong
Kong’s lack of confidence has much to
do with its inexperienced leadership.
Understanding
complex
issues
is
prerequisite to finding correct solutions,
and
while
flexibility
is
important,
consistency
is
critical
as
erratic
policymaking only worsens perceptions of
incompetence. People need to hear coherent
assessments first and foremost from their
government. Until they do, the chatter of
dissent and distraction from Hong Kong’s
famous ‘business as usual’ attitude will only get
worse.
The leadership – Is change in the air? Will the Chief Executive serve out
his second term (2002-07)? Talk about his style and his administration’s
record is so rife among the great and the good in Hong Kong that we wonder
if Beijing has abandoned past efforts to dampen dissent. Perhaps it has come
to accept the people’s dissatisfaction as justified? Mainland leaders vigorously
deny any such suggestion, of course - but should a workable exit strategy
arise, an earlier-than-expected change of leadership could be seen
as a way to clear the air.
Beijing wants to be positive. The alternative is for
Beijing to boost confidence in Hong Kong directly by
showing why the region remains important to China as a
whole. Zhu’s recent statement that Hong Kong is “China’s
glittering pearl” confirmed the tenor of our December 2001
Hidden helping hand report. While times are tough, Zhu said,
Hong Kong has Beijing’s full backing and Beijing would use all
resources and means to help the HKSAR.
Open season for the ambitious. Even if the Chief Executive
serves out his full term, 2007 is not so far away. Beijing has to go
into high gear now to find a successor - and Hong Kong’s hopefuls
will start jockeying for position very soon. The escalating instance of
public slanging matches between Hong Kong’s tycoons - over
electricity tariffs and bridgeworks most recently - should be watched
closely as they could indicate how the city’s political economy might
evolve.
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"Thinking gets better when
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can lead to breakthroughs.”
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China’s “glittering pearl”
The price of
inexperience

Hong Kong’s loss of confidence has much to do with the inexperience of its
government. Understanding complex issues is prerequisite to finding correct
solutions. While it is important to maintain flexibility and change tack where
necessary, consistency is also critical - as erratic policy behaviour will only
worsen the perception of incompetence. People need to hear coherent
assessments from its government, first and foremost. Hong Kong leaders can
learn from China’s outgoing Premier Zhu, who said it like it is: “the Hong
Kong economy has yet to bottom - there could be up to a two-year wait.”

Is change
in the air?

The background chatter of the great and the good in Hong Kong is deafening.
Its intensity and extensiveness might indicate that the central authority in
Beijing has either stopped telling its supporters to ‘shut up’ - or that past
efforts to dampen the chatter have failed as Beijing comes to accept the
validity of people’s unhappiness with Hong Kong’s quality of leadership.

Safe rather
than sorry

The chips are down as to whether the Chief Executive will serve out his
second term (2002-07). A safe bet is that he will - if for no other reason than
that Beijing has yet to come up with a succession process it can accept and
which is within the Basic Law, Hong Kong’s post-1997 constitution. Mainland
leaders vigorously deny any such suggestions of course.

But expect
the unexpected

Having said that, unsettling times can often throw up the unexpected. Should
a workable exit strategy arise, an earlier-than-expected change of leadership
might appear desirable. For the strategy to work, an acceptable and more
able successor must first emerge. The difficulty in finding the right strategy
should not be underestimated however.

Beijing wants
to be positive

The alternative is for Beijing to boost confidence in Hong Kong directly by
showing why the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region (HKSAR) remains
important to China as a whole. Zhu’s recent statement that Hong Kong is
“China’s glittering pearl” is a case in point. While times are tough, Zhu said,
Hong Kong has Beijing’s full backing and Beijing would use all resources and
means to help the HKSAR.

Open season soon
for the ambitious

Even if the Chief Executive, Tung Chee-hwa, serves out the full term, 2007 is
not so far away. Beijing has to go into high gear now to find a successor for
this now - and Hong Kong’s hopefuls will start jockeying for position very
soon.

Politics will be
more important

It is implicit in all this that politics in Hong Kong will become more, not less,
serious. Able political successors need to be found not only for the job of
Chief Executive but also for the new ministerial posts created by the new
Principal Officials Accountability System in July 2002.

Business is
waking up
to the fact

Moreover, senior business people seem to be waking up to the fact that they
need to take a greater interest in public policy and politics. The traditional
privileges they have enjoyed in operating franchises may have to change due
to the onslaught of globalisation, which is forcing greater competition.
Meanwhile a more demanding public is calling for greater transparency in
corporate governance and relations between business and government.

Fascinating
punch-up

The ongoing punch-up among Hong Kong’s tycoons over electricity tariffs
should be watched closely as it could indicate how the city’s political economy
might evolve.
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Governing is hard to do
Need to restore
damaged credibility

Hong Kong’s biggest challenge today is learning how to govern itself. It is
never easy for politicians in power to admit their lack of experience or ability,
but Hong Kong’s lot are visibly straining to come up with a convincing
governing agenda for the second term of the Tung Chee-hwa administration
(2002-07). Tung’s annual policy address (originally set for October 2002 but
now delayed to 8 January 2003) represents a chance (some might say the
last) for the administration to salvage its credibility, which has been severely
dented during the first term (1997-2002). A lot is at stake.

Systemic fatigue

The HKSAR is still going through its first phase of political transition despite
sovereignty having passed from British to Chinese rule in 1997. Hong Kong is
trying to find its footing in running its domestic affairs on its own. It was
assumed by all sides prior to the transition that the well-oiled bureaucratic
machinery would just continue to chug along much as it had before - but the
city is finding out the hard way the price it has to pay for being a colony for
so long, where decisions were made by a few and politics was not seen as a
very serious or worthy business.

Pragmatic Beijing

This report provides an analysis of the challenges ahead and the available
options for Hong Kong to improve its governing capacity. Beijing has an
interest in expanding Hong Kong’s capacity too, because the city is far too
important to China’s overall interests for it to continue to indulge in prolonged
self-doubt. Beijing is, in the end, nothing if not pragmatic.

Hong Kong’s
importance
to China

Premier Zhu Rongji’s 19 November statement that Hong Kong remains
China’s “glittering pearl” drove home an important post-16th Party Congress
message: that China’s policy for the former colony has not changed. Zhu also
added a dose of realism the following day by saying that that Hong Kong
people needed to prepare themselves psychologically because difficulties have
not bottomed out yet. He then added that Beijing would do everything to
assist Hong Kong’s recovery. Zhu estimated that the next one to two years
would still be hard for the HKSAR.

How Beijing
can help

Beijing offers to facilitate efforts by Hong Kong
and neighbouring Guangdong Province to explore
deeper economic integration, such as improving
physical
infrastructure
links
and
border
management. This is important in view of the
complex governance structure on both sides of
the boundary. The reward for Hong Kong and
Guangdong to get things right is that the Pearl
River Delta region would remain the dominant
economic powerhouse in the years to come.
(See our October Ports, airports and bureaucrats
report for more on this topic.)
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A minefield of challenges
Need to develop
a coherent and
compelling agenda

The next few months will present the HKSAR government with numerous
challenges. The Chief Executive’s policy address in January needs to provide a
confidence boost for the people, which will have to carry through to the
Financial Secretary’s Budget in March 2003. Thus, between now and spring,
the government has to develop a coherent and compelling agenda for Tung’s
second term and be seen to be able to carry out policy initiatives. This won’t
be easy with such difficult internal and external conditions. Many things can
go wrong. All the challenges have to do with “feel bad” factors.

Deflation, unemployment and discontent
Middle class lament Housing hopes dashed

The middle classes have been unhappy for several years. They contribute a
substantial chunk of Hong Kong’s direct and indirect tax revenue, and in
many cases pay for private health care and education. With property prices
down 60% on average since the heady pre-1997 days, 70,000 household
mortgages are now in ‘negative equity’. Rightly or wrongly, the public holds
the Chief Executive responsible for having ravaged their key store of value.
His early push to build 85,000 housing units every year and achieve 70%
home-ownership within a decade remains a part of the public memory of poor
leadership, because the stated aim was to lower housing prices.

Sense of insecurity

While the middle class feels much worse off, low-income households are
particularly worried about losing their jobs. The disadvantaged know that
their welfare payments will be cut in the near future. The unemployment rate
dropped from 7.8% in July to 7.2% by October, with 62,000 jobs created about a third being public-sector hires in various job-creation schemes; and
about half by the export-related sectors. But with the current budget
constraints, the public sector is unlikely to take on too many more workers.
And with soft external conditions, private-sector employers are likely to retain
conservative hiring policies. Rank-and-file employees do not feel secure
enough to be adventurous with their incomes and savings.

Lack of faith in
official wisdom

Thus, the public mood remains sour after 48 months of deflation with
uncertain signs as to when the trend might turn. The government’s latest
housing initiatives (see box below) were designed to support prices in the
hope of reviving a dull property market. It is understandable that the public
remains sceptical, because they are unsure whether the new measures are
just more attempts to intervene in the property market that like the ones
before will make no real difference. It has not been forgotten that, in 1997,
Tung said high property prices threatened prosperity and then, once prices
fell, he said that also threatened prosperity. The public still needs to be
convinced that those who govern them understand what to do.

Measures to save Hong Kong’s property market
On 13 November 2002 the government announced various measures designed to improve
market sentiment and revive the sluggish property market. Land sales have been
suspended until the end of 2003, including sites offered by the MTRC and KCRC, the two
big railway development corporations. The Home Ownership Scheme has been “indefinitely
suspended” – this being the first step towards the public sector getting out of being a
direct low-income housing provider. Tenancy control is also now under review. The
Secretary for Housing, Planning and Lands expects things to improve within a year. In the
near term, oversupply will continue to affect prices. Estimates show that there will be
55,000-60,000 private sector units coming on stream for sale over the next two years but
sales have only averaged 23,000 per annum since 1995. People are wondering how the
government might intend to stimulate the demand side of the equation.
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Tough external conditions
War threat remains

War in the Middle East would likely affect international trade, thereby
affecting Hong Kong’s most vibrant sector – the SMEs engaged in global
manufacturing and supply-chain activities using mainland China as their
production base. A war would also dampen international travel, hurting
businesses that serve travellers, such as airlines and those in the hospitality
sector. Despite Iraq agreeing to allow weapons inspections, the possibility of
war in the foreseeable future cannot be ruled out yet.

Budget deficit malaise
Hard to convince people
to take more pain

In October, the Financial Secretary raised his budget deficit forecast for 200203 to HK$60 billion (US$7.7bn), up from his previous forecast of HK$45bn.
The deficit adds to the current malaise because further belt-tightening is
necessary and it will affect many people. A bit more pain is perhaps bearable
if people can remain hopeful for the future and have confidence in the
administration’s management of macroeconomics. But, as things stand, they
still need an awful lot of convincing.

Budget numbers
In rough numbers, public recurrent expenditure stands at around HK$200 billion per year,
of which 70% goes to personnel costs. Key service areas are health care, welfare and
education. The government is promoting voluntary redundancies in the public sector to
reduce costs, but civil service pensions alone cost the public purse about HK$10 billion
every year. Recurrent revenue stands at HK$165 billion, with approximately 50% coming
from salary, profit and rent taxes. Revenue has dropped by HK$20 billion since 1997 due
to fewer land sales, lower stamp duties, fees and charges etc. There is therefore a
recurrent deficit of around HK$40 billion under current cash accounting conventions.
The HKSAR government may be short on income but it is rich in capital assets. While poor
market conditions make this the wrong time to realise them, it does own solid assets in
two rail companies (the partially floated MTRC and the Kowloon Canton Railway
Corporation), a first class airport, a large portfolio of public housing, the Science Park, and
chunks of the Disneyland theme (opening 2006) parking areas, as well as Cyberport.
Furthermore, Hong Kong still has HK$315 billion (25% of GDP) in fiscal reserves, which
allows it to buy some time to sort out its fiscal position.

Comments with gusto
What is Beijing
driving at?

Against that background, several extraordinary comments Premier Zhu made
recently in Hong Kong had commentators scratching their heads:
I told Chief Executive Tung that your deficit level... can still be maintained for
at least three years. You won’t end up with deficit. You still have reserves.
Because this economic recovery needs to rely on structural adjustments in the
property sector, that is not easy. Even after three years, when you have used
up all your fiscal reserves, what do you have to fear? Go to China and issue
Hong Kong 50-year bonds. I would be the first to buy.
Zhu Rongji, November 2002

It is never easy to unravel such statements. The mainland controlled media,
such as the People’s Daily, reported Zhu’s call for support of the HKSAR but
not his comment about Hong Kong selling bonds on the mainland. Hong Kong
officials said they had no plans to sell bonds. The Chief Executive was
probably right in saying that Zhu was merely being expressive.
A word about the peg
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Zhu was also critical of a September 2002 Bank of China International (BOCI)
research report that recommended the scrapping of Hong Kong’s linkedexchange-rate system, saying the report did not represent Beijing leaders’
views. He recalled being questioned by the president after the report came
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out, and the consequent reaffirmation they made to each other that the peg
should stay. This shows that what Beijing thinks matters in any decision about
the future of the peg.

Article 23 dilemma
The roughest interface
between “one country”
and “two systems”

At a time when there is so much “doom and gloom”, the HKSAR government
is trying to push through extremely unpopular legislation to implement Article
23 of the Basic Law. This requires Hong Kong to pass laws “on its own” to
prohibit treason, secession, sedition, subversion, theft of state secrets and
links between local and foreign political organisations. Article 23 represents
the roughest interface between “one country” and “two systems”. The
prohibited acts relate to the murky area of political crimes and once
implemented will partially link Hong Kong to the mainlands national security
system - something Hong Kong people find fearsome.
The government is taking a substantial political risk in pushing Article 23 so
hard at a time when public confidence is so soft. Article 23 has provided an
issue that unites many local groups in opposition to the government. It has
also brought a flurry of diplomatic activities as foreign governments are also
highlighting their concerns to the Hong Kong leadership.

Article 23 - a galvanising
opposition force

The government issued a consultation paper in September 2002 for a
consultation period ending on 24 December. Opposition to the proposals have
been mounting with increasing calls for the authorities to publish a fully
drafted ‘white bill’ for further public consultation before putting legislation to
the Legislative Council. After much denial of any need for such a move,
officials recently indicated that they might reconsider in order to diffuse
tension. Thus, the next stage (in early 2003) involves either further
consultation over a ‘white bill’ or introduction of legislation to the legislature.

Unfortunate astrological conjunction?
A busy new year ahead

Officials have said that they would like to see the new law passed by July
2003. According to this timetable, the first few months of next year will see
the government announcing a new governing agenda, proposing a budget
with a large deficit for the foreseeable future, pushing through an unpopular
law - as well as facing the possibility of war deteriorating external trade
conditions even further. This mix can be explosive. The government will have
to use all its skills to manage public expectations and deflect social tensions.

Putting things in context
A defining moment – Asian financial crisis
A bitter twist of fate

It was hard luck that on 2 July 1997, one day after the transfer of
sovereignty, a tumbling Thai Bhat signalled the start of the Asian financial
crisis. With many years of strong growth and budget surpluses behind them,
officials were slow to appreciate that Hong Kong was not immune to the
fallout. With hindsight, it was a defining moment for every economy in Asia.

Hong Kong’s legacy?

The aftermath is still reverberating. Indeed, the economic crisis extends
beyond trade and investment to corporate governance, financial regulation,
and political leadership. Structural weaknesses have been exposed and there
have been strong calls for change throughout the region. As Zhu Rongji said:
Hong Kong is now facing a lot of difficulties. We believe these were left over by
history. Hong Kong people, have, in the past dozens of years, helped create
prosperity through their ‘can-do’ spirit. But behind the scenes of prosperity,
bubbles were accumulated. Behind the success and happiness were hidden
concerns. Combined with the Asian financial crisis, these structural conflicts
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were exposed. These difficulties were not created in one or two days, or one or
two years.
Zhu Rongji, November 2002

Failure to inspire confidence so far
Vital need for decisive
leaders . . .

Regional governments are being judged by how well they are charting the
course of recovery in their economies. They all face structural challenges,
which take time to correct. But whether a government can articulate a clear,
consistent and convincing path to recovery plays an important part in how its
citizens and international investors feel about the future.

. . . not confused and
inconsistent statements

Despite various efforts, the Hong Kong leadership has failed to inspire
confidence. Indeed, it has arguably compounded the negative effects of tough
external conditions by its poor handling of important policy issues, most
notably its housing policy between 1997 and 2001.

Few can accept weak
leaders for long

It is only fair to say that the legacy of the Asian financial crisis is testing
much more experienced regional political leaders, who are not finding things
easy. However, inexperience may be an explanation but few are willing to
accept poor leadership for long.

More politics ahead
Colonial legacy
of political apathy

The colonial legacy left Hong Kong with a strong administrative apparatus but
no politicians of significant experience. Political experience involves many
skills, which cannot all be learnt from business and academia. Seasoned
politicians know how public decisions are made, what it takes to generate
policies, how to build political alliances across social sectors, and how to use
the media to project confidence and manage public expectations. Successful
ones are usually able to put talent to good use since the efforts of capable
lieutenants reflect well on those who appointed them to office.

Need for a new mindset

Who would have thought that the lack of political ability could be a key cause
of the city’s deflated self-confidence when so many saw Hong Kong as the
prime example of an apolitical city of business? It has dawned on many that
economic decision-making is very much a part of politics and that a city
known for its successful entrepreneurs does not necessarily mean they
naturally know how to govern. Beijing too is uncomfortable with
acknowledging Hong Kong’s lack of political savvy since the Central
Authorities have always wanted Hong Kong to be aggressive in business but
mild in politics. This anti-political attitude has to change.

Change is in the air
Signs of it already

The signs are that things are indeed changing. Although its top officials may
still be in the denial stage, Hong Kong is becoming a more normal political
entity. The prediction is that politics will gradually become seen as a serious
and worthwhile endeavour. The signs include:
1. The creation of the Principle Officials Accountability System (POAS) – a
proto-ministerial system put in place on 1 July 2002 to mark the Tung
administration’s second term.
2. The development of an election culture since 1991 when a portion of the
seats in the Legislative Council were returned by universal suffrage - even
though governing power rests with the executive. The 2004 election for
the legislature will see an increase in the number of directly elected seats
from the current 24 to 30. While functional constituencies, which are
based on selected interest groups with a dominance of business and
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professional representations, will still elect the other 30 seats, the fact
that 50% of the members of the legislature will be directly elected will
force the executive to collaborate more with legislators.
3. Regular defiant use of confrontational tactics by
disenfranchised and alienated, demanding to be heard.

those who

feel

A bit of history
Harmony and subjugation

Hong Kong’s attitude towards politics is bound up with both its cultural and
colonial experience. The coupling of the Chinese cultural preference for
harmony (where people are discouraged from expressing open disagreement)
with the British colonisers’ strategy to dampen political interest created the
unique Hong Kong culture in which politics was not seen to exist. Instead,
people’s talents were channelled towards commerce and Hong Kong has
never been shy to broadcast its focus on business.

Anti-political attitude

This experience produced an “anti-politics” attitude. People often take pains
to stress that they do not like politics and that politicians have nothing to do
with them. The term “public service” was preferred. Thus, the great and the
good were willing to be co-opted into the colonial power structure through
appointments to the Executive Council, Legislative Council, and various
consultative bodies under the banner of “serving the community”. Civil
servants have traditionally not seen themselves as key actors on the political
stage but only as neutral administrators working for the public good.

Business-friendly politics

The post-1997 political structure was designed to ensure that business and
professional interests are represented by functional constituencies, which
elect half the members of the legislature and dominate the 800-member
Election Committee that selects the Chief Executive every five years. Political
scientist Ralph Milliband’s description of the business elite in capitalist
systems fits Hong Kong well:
Businessmen themselves have often tended to stress their remoteness from,
even their distaste for, ‘politics’; and they have also tended to have a poor
view of politicians as men who... have never had to meet a payroll and who
therefore know very little about the real world – yet who seek to interfere with
the affairs of hard-headed and practical men [who] do know what the world is
about. What this means is that businessmen, like administrators, wish to
‘depoliticise’ highly contentious issues and have these issues judged according
to the criteria favoured by business. This may look like an avoidance of politics
and ideology: it is in fact their clandestine importation into public affairs.
The State in Capitalist Society:
Analysis of the Western System of Power, 1976

Managing public expectations
Colonial model of
governance

December 2002

Hong Kong people grew accustomed to having a strong pro-business
government led by a British colonial governor, usually with a diplomatic
background, who was there to generate a harmonious relationship with the
people. The governor appeared neutral and stood above politics (with the
exception of the last incumbent, Chris Patten - a politician with a mission to
inject democratic-style practices into the Hong Kong system during the last
five years of British rule). The British colonialists succeeded in appearing, by
and large, as an impartial referee balancing the competing interests in
society. The British colonial administrative system had developed over 150
years and knew how to manipulate public expectations. It was generally
regarded as successful in producing a modern and wealthy society in Hong
Kong with a strong governing track record.
cloh@civic-exchange.org
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The new HKSAR government in 1997 found it hard to make decisions and
manage public expectations in the face so many problems. No one could have
foreseen that, hand-in-hand with the political transition, Hong Kong had to go
through sharp economic and social dislocations. Most had expected calm seas
and light winds, not rough waves and typhoons resulting in steep asset-price
deflation and diminishing public confidence in the ability of the government to
get the city out of economic woes. Moreover, fast-paced globalisation and the
opening up of markets in mainland China are forcing Hong Kong to reconsider
the role it can most profitably play.

Solution POAS
With power comes
responsibility

The first of Tung Chee-hwa’s administrations took a heavy beating from which
it has yet to recover. There was recognition at the very top that the governing
system was not working and something needed to be done. At the start of the
second term in July 2002, the Chief Executive sought to rebuild confidence by
putting in place the new POAS – aimed at replacing the inherited, colonial,
civil-service-led system with a political-appointment system, not unlike a
presidential system, led by a new breed of politicians.

But will it work?

However, it remains to be seen whether the POAS will give Hong Kong the
confidence-boost it so desperately needs. The new administration has yet to
provide a governing agenda for the next few years and the political
appointees are still feeling their way. Of the 11 principal officials (ministers),
five are from the private sector and the rest former civil servants. Some
ministers have no previous political or public-administration experience. A few
have already been lambasted. For example, the Secretary for Financial
Services and the Treasury was severely criticised over the penny stocks
incident in July.
Likewise the Secretary for Education and Manpower was attacked for
prematurely pushing two universities to merge; and not consulting the
legislature on his decision to merge the Education Commission and Board of
Education. Moreover, the Secretary for Security, who is an experienced former
civil servant, is having a tough ride promoting Article 23 legislation.

Problem of articulation
No basket case

That is not to say Hong Kong has become a basket case. Far from it. The
externally oriented private sector in manufacturing, trade, logistics and
services is as aggressive as ever; while Hong Kong as a whole continues to be
the driver of capitalism for mainland China. Our reports, Nifty and nimble
(April 2002); Last leg down (September 2002) and Ports, airports and
bureaucrats (October 2002) analysed Hong Kong’s strengths and noted many
favourable and positive macroeconomic factors.

Just looking that way

The problem is that its government is having trouble articulating challenges,
offering credible options as well as building the necessary political consensus
to move ahead. Its inability to do so has created the impression of
incompetence. What is more, the international business community has also
given the administration a low scorecard, often contrasting it with the
seemingly more robust leaderships in Singapore and Shanghai, two of the
HKSAR’s rival cities. Hong Kong people don’t like feeling the way they do.
They are crying out for leadership.

Learn from Zhu
Tell it like it is
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Top officials might want to take a lesson from Zhu Rongji’s methods – tell it
like it is so people know that their political leaders understand the situation,
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which is a prerequisite to problem-solving. To be fair, the Chief Executive and
the Financial Secretary have both indicated that the slog is not over. Past
survey results from the Hong Kong Baptist University’s Transition Project
showed that Chinese leaders such as Zhu and President Jiang Zemin enjoyed
higher popularity in Hong Kong than the Chief Executive, which may explain
why people in Hong Kong put greater weight on what Zhu said than their own
head of government.
I do not think Hong Kong’s difficulties have bottomed out. We have to be
psychologically prepared. I don’t think we can set a timetable as to when we
can resolve the economic problems... We need to be prepared for still more
difficulties to come.
Zhu Rongji, November 2002

Expect the unexpected
A range of possibilities

While crystal ball gazing is an inexact science, it is nevertheless useful to
analyse what may happen in Hong Kong since individuals, groups and
commercial enterprises are making their own assessments and acting
accordingly. To expect more of the same for the next five years is a safe bet.
But we should also keep an open mind and not be surprised by the
unexpected.

A safe bet – no change

The safe bet is for the second term of Tung’s administration to pass much the
same as the first term – struggling along in the hope that world economic
conditions would turn for the better to alleviate problems. Hong Kong’s wellestablished institutions are probably strong enough to keep going even if
confidence remains at low levels.

An early exit strategy . . .

An unexpected course would involve the Chief Executive’s leaving early. This
might happen if Beijing concluded that he represented a bigger political risk in
office than out. His departure would provide a chance for heading off any
political fallout in Hong Kong if confidence could not be revived. Any such
suggestions in the open are of course vigorously denied.

Chatter itself
might signal change

The level of private chattering for an early change has increased in recent
months, even among the usual pro-government folks with strong links to
Beijing. This might indicate that various factions in the capital have voiced
frustrations in private and that Beijing is trying to test the waters for
possibilities.

China now offering
more ‘advice’

Publicly, we can expect to hear more from mainlanders of influence about
how they see Hong Kong. For example, Wang Zhile, an economist with
Beijing’s Ministry of Foreign Trade and Economic Co-operation, commented
recently that Hong Kong officials needed to “think big”; and after Zhu’s visit,
Wang noted that Hong Kong needed a clearer view of its future strategy.
China’s Minister of Finance, Xiang Huaxiang, has also said more than once
that Hong Kong needs to trim its budget “till it hurts”.

Contrast Macau SAR

While these comments are not necessarily directed at the Chief Executive,
they do cast some aspersions on his administration and leadership. Contrast
the situation with the Macau SAR, where Beijing seems quite happy with the
leadership of Chief Executive Edmund Ho. Ho’s name hardly gets a mention
by top leaders, which is traditionally a sign of approval.

Beijing is listening
to the grumblings

Beijing has always sent its people to Hong Kong to soak up the political mood
so that top leaders have their own channels of information. Beijing appears to
have become concerned about the possibility of mass action brought on by
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pent-up frustration. While Hong Kong people had generally been passive, the
hard times have created a sense of despondency. Beijing’s ‘feelers’ talk to a
wide range of people in order to feel the city’s pulse ranging from tycoons,
professionals, politicians and even grassroots activists. After all, sparks of
unrest are most likely to arise from among low-income groups, the
unemployed and malcontents.
But it’s hands
are largely tied

Beijing would need to have an exit strategy in place for Tung and a successor
to take over before anything dramatic can happen. The difficulty of coming up
with an exit strategy that Beijing finds comfortable should not be
underestimated. Beijing heard complaints of incompetence in Tung’s first
administration from senior business people from Hong Kong. The first term
was characterised by policy incoherence, inter-government disagreements,
and low civil service morale. Yet, until recently, Beijing’s response has been
that people should not complain – they should support the Chief Executive. In
other words, Beijing had no solution to offer. It was also understandable that
from its point of view, it did not wish to interrupt the first term because it
would give the appearance that the transition was not running smoothly.

2007 fast approaching

The reality is that 2007 is fast approaching; and by then no one will disagree
that there has to be a new Chief Executive. Hong Kong’s Basic Law imposes a
two-term limit. So there is, in fact, no time to waste for preparing the political
succession. If a successor can be found, Beijing might consider putting him or
her in place ahead of time if it would help to reduce political instability in
Hong Kong. Apart from finding a successor for the position of Chief Executive,
successors also need to be found for the ministerial postings. For the first
time in Hong Kong’s history, politics has become a much more serious
business.

Jockeying for positions

We should expect political jockeying among the politically ambitious in Hong
Kong as well as among the new party leaders in Beijing to pick their
respective favourites for running Hong Kong. With the trouble that Hong Kong
has had in getting to grips with governing, Beijing is much more aware that
businessmen do not necessarily make good politicians and that it might have
to cast a wider net to identify potential candidates.

Watch how
Article 23
evolves

Beijing clearly wants stronger laws in Hong Kong to protect ‘national security’.
Opponents believe that there are already sufficient laws in place and all that
is required is for existing laws to be modernised to protect the state. They
argue that the last thing Hong Kong needs is the partial importation of the
mainland state security system. It is highly likely that Premier Zhu spent time
discussing Article 23 with the Chief Executive while he was in Hong Kong
recently. If the HKSAR government shows signs of relaxing its stance by
agreeing to release a ‘white bill’ for a second round of public consultation and
indicating that there was no need to pass new laws by the summer of 2003, it
may well indicate that Beijing leaders feel it is wiser for Hong Kong not to add
coal to the fire for now.

Tycoon punch-ups
add to government
headaches

An interesting window to observe how Hong Kong’s political economy might
develop is to watch how public disagreements among the city’s tycoons
evolve. These episodes are being watched closely in Beijing – its interest
being how the episodes among the rich affect political stability, since Beijing
had always seen the rich as its bedrock of support for the HKSAR
government. For Hong Kong, they also raise two questions:

Two questions
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Do they indicate a more upfront style of politics developing in Hong Kong?
Probably yes.
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Do they indicate the beginning of the end of Hong Kong cartels in the
domestic economy? Not yet, but we can expect a lot more talk about
making Hong Kong’s domestic economy more competitive in 2003-04.

A bridge too far?

The debate in recent months on whether the government should back a
bridge to be built from Hong Kong to Macau and Zhuhai (first proposed by
Hopewell Holdings chairman Gordon Wu and backed by a number of property
hongs such as Sun Hung Kai and Wharf) appeared to be driven not only by
transport needs. A similar proposal has also been proposed by the 2022
Foundation (backed by Li & Fung, Sun Hung Kai Properties, Kerry Group and
CLP Holdings) that has an additional link to Shekou in Shenzhen. There was
an undercurrent of feeling that Hong Kong’s competitiveness was being
compromised by the dominance of Hutchison in container terminal operations
(a part of Li Ka-shing’s conglomerates). The idea of such a bridge seems to
have received support from the Chief Executive and Premier Zhu and it seems
that discussions are taking place in Beijing since it will require national
endorsement.

Open warfare?

An even more interesting episode was the formation of Electricity Consumer
Concern in October 2002, a pressure group of seven major property
developers (Sun Hung Kai, Swire, Wharf, Hysan, Great Eagle, Hongkong Land
and Hang Lung) to push for tariff reductions. Without commenting on the
rights and wrongs of the case, this episode offers an intriguing window into
possible change in Hong Kong’s political economy.
Of the two electric utilities, CLP Power has kept relatively quiet but Hongkong
Electric mounted a counter attack. First it took out newspaper advertisements
to say that its charges have been lower than wages, transport and rental
increases. Then it revised the adverts to single out Kowloon Motor Bus’s fare
increase as “far higher than electricity charges” and note that “KMB is under
one of the seven property developers which formed the alliance”. Sun Hung
Kai Properties owns 30% of KMB.
Open warfare was declared on 10 November with Hongkong Electric’s deputy
chairman and trusted lieutenant of Li Ka-shing, Canning Fok, going on the
offensive against the seven developers:
They are landlords. They don’t want to lower property prices but they want us
to cut tariffs. This is ridiculous... It is the developers in the alliance that are
making massive profits, not Hong Kong Electric. I find their request bizarre. I
want to ask the developers: they make so much money, how about giving
some to me?
Since then, Great Eagle has dropped out of the alliance with its chairman, K S Lo
saying that things had become ‘too political’. In other words, the kitchen is getting
uncomfortably hot and steamy. However, the Hong Kong Hotel Management
Association, Retail Management Association, Hong Kong Catering Management
and Jusco Stores have piled in to press for tariff reductions.
These punch-ups need to be watched closely as they could indicate how Hong
Kong’s political economy might evolve.
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“Don’t point the
finger at us!”

Source: Hongkong Electric Co advertisement in South China Morning Post.
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Concluding observations
Evolution

It is hard enough for the HKSAR government to learn how to govern on the
job. It is equally hard for the people of Hong Kong who feel they are entitled
to something better. However, as politics is becoming a more serious
business, it is to be expected that Hong Kong people in general will take it
more seriously. Business and professional folk are likely to be more willing to
consider going into politics or at least back people whom they think represent
their views and interests to stand for election or lobby for them to be
appointed as ministers.

Five key requirements

To take a wider regional perspective, those in power in Hong Kong need to
find ways to:
1. Rebuild public confidence by articulating and dealing effectively with
diverse critical issues.
2. Harness the forces (such as personal freedoms and a light governing
hand) that provided past growth and success, while having the foresight
to reshape (such as improving corporate governance and listing rules) or
strengthen (such as the rule of law) them for a modernising China and
the global marketplace.
3. Promote what makes Hong Kong unique and relevant as part of a dynamic
China and Asia Pacific region, such as by collaborating with Guangdong
Province to keep the Pearl River Delta region as China’s leading economic
region.
4. Redouble efforts to promote competitive domestic markets and improve
regulation in those areas where franchises, schemes of control, or
development rights are granted to ensure the public interest in well
served.
5. Improve quality of life for citizens by reducing poverty, promoting equal
opportunity, restoring the natural environment, improving public health,
and spending wisely on education.
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